
“WORK&FUN” CONTEST – RULES & GUIDELINES 
DATED MAY 19, 2016 
 
TERMS & CONDITIONS 

 
 The “Work&Fun” Contest will start at 00:01 GMT+2 on Monday, 23rd May 2016 and 

will end at 23:59 GMT+2 on Thursday, 23rd June 2016. 
 

 The “Work&Fun” Contest is open to all sellers without limitation. 
 

 All sellers who would like to participate in the “Work&Fun” Contest must sign up at 
http://goo.gl/forms/alz65eZJXkDZswgA3.      
 

 You can sign up at any point during the contest, but your sales will only count 
from the date of sign-up onwards. For this purpose, the applicable date of sign-
up shall be the one appearing in Teezily’s internal records, meaning Teezily’s 
timezone (GMT+2).   
 

 Orders must be successfully charged in order to count towards the final tally. In other 
words, orders that fail due to credit card decline or fraud, or any other reason 
(consumer cancellation for example) will not count towards the final tally. 
 

 Attention is required on this point: an order is considered as sucessfully charged 
whenever the minimum sales set by the seller while creating the campaign is reached 
and/or the campaign has ended. Apart from these cases, orders on campaigns on 
which the minimum sales has not been reached, or campaign ended cannot be taken 
into account for the contest. 
 

 In case of dispute on the amount of items sold, Teezily’s internal records of items sold 
are the final source of proof. Teezily’s order confirmation emails or the seller’s 
dashboard on teezily.com and other such sources of information on items sold 
provide less strong evidence on number of items sold when compared to Teezily’s 
internal records. 

 
PRIZE 

 

 If you are among the top 30 sellers which reach the goal of selling at least 1,200 
items, whatever they may be (mugs, magnets, hoodies, t-shirts…), you will win 
the “Work&Fun” Prize : 

 
o   a luxury all inclusive vacation giveaway in Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)  
from Saturday, 3rd September 2016 to Saturday, 10th September 2016 
AVAILABLE ONLY FOR ASIAN SELLERS (from Asia and Oceania) 
 

o   a luxury all inclusive vacation giveaway in Malta 
from Saturday, 3rd September 2016 to Saturday, 10th September 2016 
AVAILABLE ONLY FOR NON-ASIAN SELLERS (from Europe, America and 
Africa) 

 

 The number of winners for the prize is limited to the top 30 sellers who reach this goal 
during the applicable time frame. 

 

 The “Work&Fun” Prize is not transferable to someone else. 

 

http://goo.gl/forms/KUyGdnqALdMdUtbo2
http://goo.gl/forms/KUyGdnqALdMdUtbo2
http://goo.gl/forms/alz65eZJXkDZswgA3


 The “Work&Fun” Prize is not exchangeable for cash. 
 

 The “Work&Fun” Prize is limited to 1 vacation givaway per person. 
 

 The winner is allowed to bring a partner of his choice, flight tickets will be at 
Teezily’s charge. 
 

 The winner and his/her travel companion must travel together both ways. 
 

 Winners must have the legal right to enter and leave the destination country. 
 

 Winners are fully responsible for obtaining, at their own expenses, all documentation 
necessary for the trip as required by the authorities concerned, including passports. 
 

 Winners shall comply with the validity dates proposed by Teezily. No extension of 
stay or schedule modifications will be permitted. 
 

 The “Work&Fun” Prize includes flight tickets, the stay at a five stars hotel for 7 nights 
and activities only organized by Teezily.  All of the personal expenses of the winners 
are their sole responsibility (example: personal shopping, alcoholic beverages, extra 
activities…). 
 

 Winners are responsible for their own transportation upon departure and arrival at the 
international airport of departure, as determined by Teezily. 
 

 Teezily shall assume no responsibility of any nature whatsoever for any 
postponement, delay or cancellation of the flight or any other component of the 
packages or of any other transportation which is part of the price for any reasons 
whatsoever, including, but not limited to, weather conditions, equipment breakdown 
or failure. In case of flight cancellation or any future event that may not be within the 
control of Teezily, no compensation will be granted by Teezily. 
 

 Teezily will notify winners with an email to the email address we have on record from 
Friday, 24th June 2016. 
 

 Once Teezily has contacted you to confirm that you have won the luxury prize, you 
have 72 hours to claim your prize. After this deadline, if no reply is received by 
Teezily, Teezily reserves the right to award the prize to another seller, following the 
same conditions and limits. 
 

 To arrange the “Work&Fun” Prize, Teezily will ask the winners information regarding 
their passport and the departure airport. We will try our best to accommodate your 
choice. Teezily reserves the right to choose any other location and/or airport 
departure that will seem better for the organization of the trip, in this case, all winners 
will be notified without delay by email. 
 

If you have any questions about the competition including about the rules and prizes, 
please email sellers.team@teezily.com. 

 
Enjoy selling and Good Luck from all of us at Teezily! 

mailto:sellers.team@teezily.com

